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CHAPTER I 

AUGER SPECTROMETRY 

Physica1 ·Basis 

An atom, ionized by the removal of inner shell electrons returns 

to its ground state through an outer electron droppi?g into the vacant 

position. The energy released in this transition appears either as an 

X-ray or an Auger electron which is released from the outer shells. 

Therefore, the Auger electron originates from a radiationless process, 

and its energy as derived from the re-arrangement of the orbital elec

trons, is characteristic of the parent atom. 

The two de-excitation processes compete, with the probability of 

Auger electron emission decreasing with increasing atomic weight. For 

the lighter elements such as Carbon the probability for de-excitation 

through Auger electron emission is approximately 95%. 

Since A~ger electron emission energy is a characteristic of the 

parent atom, it is clear that a spectrum of emission energies from a 

material sample will give information as to the atoms contained within 

it. One way to initiate the ionization process is by the bombardment of 

the surface with electrons. Since penetration into the sample will fall 

off ra;pidly beneath the sur;face, then this particular excitation method 

will give :mainly information about the atoms at or near the surtace when 

one examines the reflected energy s;pectrurn. It is therefore for the 

particu1ar purpose of examini.ng the surfaces of materials that ·)\uger 

Spectroscopy has been developed. This paper describes the development 

1 
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method used in the realization of a practical Auger Spectrometer~ 

Operatin~ Principals of the Auger .Electron Optics System( 4 ) 

In Figure !rl a primary electron beam is used to excite the target 

while the hemispherical electron ene.rgy analyzer measures the energy spec

trum of the electrons emitted ·from the excited ta.rget. Electrons striki.ng 

the target are either elastically scattered or transfer ene.rgy to the 

atoms of the sample. It is the de-excitation process of these atoms which ; 

yield the characteristic Auger electron spectrum. 

The primary electron beam serves only to produce Auger electrons 

in the target. The main requirement of the beam is that its energy be 

sufficient to produce the Auger electrons. The higher the beam cur rent 

the more Auger electrons are produced; while the beam usually impi.nges 

upon the target at a grazing angle of approximately 15° to localize the 

excited electrons to the surface. 

The grid structure sorts electrons according to energy by inter

posing a potential barrier between the collector and target. Electrons 

with energies greater than the potential barrier reach the collector. In 

order to get an accurate measurement of the total energy of the emitted 

electrons, the electron trajectories must be parallel to the direction of 

the retardi.ng field. It is also desired that as many of the emitted 

electrons as possible be collected. This requires that the grid structure 

have as large an ~ngle of acceptance as possible. These requirements 

are fulfilled by usi.ng a small target at the centre of curvature of a 

spherical collector. The particular co.mmercially availabl~ grid struc

ture used for the spectrometer in this report is the Physical Electronics 

http:retardi.ng
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Industries "PHI-15-180". It is a foux:-grid hemispherical unit with the 

two centre grids tied together to form G • The outermost and inner
23 

most_ grids act as electrostatic shields. By tying the two central grids 

together the r .egion between them becomes an equipotential which achieves 

a more definite he.ight and shape to the potential barrier. This allows 

for resolutions in electron ene.rgies of approximately 0. 5%, and the maxi

mum negative ex~ursion which is used as an indicator of an Auger transi

tion can be determined within the range of 1.0 volt. The collector is 

biased positively such that any electrons surmounti.ng the potential 

barrier will be attracted to it. F_igure ~3 shows the potential variation 

through the analyzer. 

. A better understanding of the operation of the optics can be ob

tained by .expanding the total collector current in a Taylors Series about 

the retard grid potential E • In general we can write(l)
0 

ar 
I(E) b.E +-c 

c dE 
G 

2 a2:ta r 
1 c1 c (b.E ) 2 (~EG)2 (1)+c 2! 2+ 2! 

3E
2 

oEGc 
EEG c;:: 

+ •.•...• 

If the collector potential E is kept a constant as is the case in Auger
c 

spectrometry, then the expansion becomes simply 

" 2 ·a Iar . 1 . . c 
(2)I(E) i::: I(E ) + - c 

+ 2!0 · dE 
GE E 

c c 

+ •....•..• 
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where bEG = E-E • The term I(E ) is the total collector current and
0 0

represents the number of electrons with energies. greater than E and
0 

less than or equal to the ene.rgy of the primary incident beam. The 

ol(E)term gives the ene.rgy distribution of the electrons, and the term 
oEG 

2a I(E) 
is the first derivative · of the ene.rgy distribution and the curve

2 
dEG 

usually plotted for Auger spectrum analysis. These derivative terms are 

obtained electronically by superimposing a sinusoidally varying term 

onto the D.C. retard voltage applied to the grid G • If we let the term
23 

bEG = A sin wt-E then the collector current may be expressed as
0 

I (E)
c 

1 1 
2 

2 cos 2Wt) + •••. (3) 

Therefore we see that the desired derivative term is proportional . to 

cos 2wt which is at a first harmonic frequency of the sinusoidally varying 

collector current. As the retard potential is swept the magnitude of the 
a2r 

derivative -f- will vary according to the number of Auger electron~ with 
dE 

transitions a~ the particular retard potential. 
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Equivalent Circuit of Electron Analyzer 

F_igurei:,!-4 {b) represents the electronic equivalent of the hemis

pherica~ grid structure. The basic transfer function from t~get to 

collector is represented as a .voltage source A(T.S)VG in series with an
23 

effective collector resistance r • This is the same as the equivalent
c 

of the ideal triode except for the term A(T.S.) which is included to 

remind one of the importance of the Taylors Series expansion in Auger 

Spectroscopy. The collector resistance is given as 

(1) 
ar 

c 
(4)r 

c = aE 
c 

EG=constant 

A plot of the D.C. transfer function is given in Figure ~s from which one 

can see the large value of r • 
c 

Also included in the equivalent circuit are three interelectrode 

capacitances which will exist in any such tube structure as we are con

sidering. Attempts are usually made in designing the grid structure to . 

minimize the values of these capacitances, since they provide undesired 

coupling between grids. In the case of the grid structure used here the 

two grids G and G are kept at ground potential w.r.t. a.c. variations.
1 4 

The most important of the interelectrode capacitances is the capacitor 

cG _c since it provides a means of coupli.ng signals from G23 to the 

collector independent of the beam current; and it is the variation in 

beam current that provides the desi;r:"ed Auger information. 

A simple analysis of the effect of this capacitance can .be ob

tained by .considering it as a simple triode amplifier. The output voltage 

between the terminals c and g is simply given by v = IZ where I is the0 

23
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short-circuit current and Z is the impedance seen between the terminals 

1
C d I d t 	 · · z· < > "d lt h t ·an . g.. n e ermining .we consi er vo age .sources as s or cir

cuits, and therefore we see that z is the parallel combination of the 

impedances corresponding to ZL,cc.-g'rc and cG23 ....c • 

Thus 

1 
y = + 	 y (5)= 	 +z 	 c.-g 

where 	YL = 1/ZL = admittance of ZL , 

Y = jwc = admittance of capacitanc~ C 
c-g c-g 	 c ....g 

y = jWCG23-c admittance of capacitance cG2J-cG23-c 

g ==-· l/r = admittance of collector resistance. 
c c 

The current from collector to ground for a short circuit between 

these terminals is given by 

(6) 

where g. m ( 
arc \ 
avG23) 

- mutual conductanc.e. 

v 
c 

The correspondi.ng 	output volt.age will then be 

~ 9 Y . .+Y. YG23-c . ~ 1 l.
IZ = 	 (7) 

I 

I/Y ;= 

Now, if the interelectrode capacitances were zero then v would became
0 
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V' where 

-g v 
· rn i 

(8)
y + gL · c 

From the last two equations above it is made clear that the effect of the 

interelectrode capacitance cG _c is to add a component to the output vol
23


~age which is independent of the current reaching the collector from the 


target. Note that this "feedthro.ugh component" from YG _c is at an a.ngle
23

of 90° with respect to the desired component. 

The value of the interelectrode capacitances was measured usi.ng 


a Wayne-Ke~ Autobalance bridge, and special low capacity leads in order 


to get good accuracy. The 1Ileasured values were 


CG23-c = 1.3 pf 

c 62 pf
G23-g 


c = 158 pf

c-g 

Although the offending capacitance cG _c is very small (due to the screen
23

. ing action of the grid G which is tied to ground), its effect upon opera4 


tion of the Auger spectrometer can be very detrimental. This can be seen 


from the equation for v • The magnitude of v is
0 0 

2 2 
gJn + (WCG23,..;.c)

lv0 1 ;:: ·Iv.I (9)
2 2 l.. . 1 

..l:_)·c-+ ,r t;[w(CG23-c + c ~ 
c:-~£;~· · · c 

.(arc )

Now the mutual conducance g - -- · 

. m - 'dvG23. V 
c 
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~I 
c (10) and in aver_age operation of the tube the term ~I will 

= ~VG23 V c 
c 

be in the ra.nge of • OlµA for a ch~nge of V G of 1 volt. Therefore the23 
2 -16 -14approximate value of g will be in the range of 10 to 10 • Most 
m 

spectrometers have rnodulati.ng s.ignals superimposed on the G retard
23 

voltage with frequencies in the range of 500 Hz to 4 KHz. This frequency 

range is determined by two factors. The lower end is dictated by the desire 

to keep bothersome 60 - 120 Hz hum from interferi_ng in the measurements. 

The second consideration is to get as_ good of an average as possible for 

the output readings in any given energy region. This requires higher 

modulati_ng frequencies. In the spectrometer used in this report the value 

of the fundamental of the modulating frequency was chosen as 3 KHz. For 

2 -16
this frequency the magnitude of (wcG _c) is 6.0XlO • Therefore the

23

feedthrough component is of the same approximate magnitude as the desired 

component from the target current. This is to be contrasted with the 

usual manner in which tubes are operated where gm >> wcG23_c· Currents 

leaving the target in an Auger spectrometer are typically 10 rv lOqµA, 

whereas cathode currents in thermionic emission tubes are rv 1-10~.A. The 

smaller currents in Auger spectrometry a~e necessitated by the need to 

minimize surface damage of the surface under study. This bei_ng · the case 

it is usually necessary to rid the analyzer of this undesired feedthro.ugh 

co.mponent by a neutralizi_ng circuit. This was found to be de.finitely 

the case for the analyzer used in this report, and the .major effort needed 

to realize an operational spectro;neter was based on the develoJ?Inent of a 

proper neutralization circuit. 

Another consideration of primary importance in the des.ign of an 

http:rnodulati.ng
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Auger spectrometer is that associated with the distortion of the modulating 

source. This can easily .be .seen as follows. As indicated earlierJthe 

basic method used for detecti.ng )\uger transitions is by selecting the 

component of current at the first ha:ononic (i.e. the component at twice 

the frequency) of the modulati.ng frequency. This component of current 

exists due to the manner in which the electronics is theoretically sup~ 

posed to work (i.e. by maki.ng a Taylor's series expans:ton of the current 

about a given D.C. retard potential) and has nothi_ng to do with dis

tortion from the oscillator used to produce the modulation. .If the 

oscillator distorts then the signal applied to the_ grid is given by 

v. =A sin wt+ B sin 2wt + c sin 3wt + •••• (11)
1 

This first harmonic component of voltage due to the distortion will feed 

through to the collector by means of cG23_c· This component will be at 

the same frequency as the desired component due to Auger transitions. 

It's phase relative to the Auger component will be dictated by the phase 

difference between the fundamental and first harmonic of the modulating 

s_ignal. Since the amplitude of the first harmonic component due to the 

current will vary with the Auger transition, it is thus clear that cer

tain of the weaker transitions may be completely .masked by the distortion 

feedthrough component. 

Thus Jthere exists two basic considerations in des.i9ni.ng the elec

tronics used .in Auger Spect,ro,roetry. The .most important one is the des.ign 

of a proper neutralizer circuit for the capacitance cG23....c' and the second 

is the des.ign of a low distortion oscillator to produce the -modulati_ng 

http:des.i9ni.ng
http:modulati.ng
http:detecti.ng
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signal for th~ grid G The next section describes the approach and the
23 

. 

circuits derived to fulfil these .requirements. 



CHAPTER II 

AUGER SPECTROMETER ELECTRONICS DESIGN 

1. The Neut~alizer Unit 

In order to rid the collector signal of the f eedthrough created 

by the finiteness of the capacitance cG23_cu a neutralizing circuit was 

developed. Figure #6 shows the schematic diagram of the unit. 

The circuit presented here accomplishes neutralization through a 

so-called "inductive-arm" network. The fundamental requirement for proper 

operation of this unit is the constancy of the capacitance cG23_c' as a 

function of applied plate voltage, retard voltage and analyzer current. 

Experiments carried out indicated that the value remained .a constant with

in 1% for plat~ voltages of 0 to 300, retard voltages to 1500 volts, and 

beam currents from O to 60µA. Neutralization is accomplished by generating 

an external signal which is identical to the feedthrough voltage on the 

collector. This signal is one input to a differential amplifier. The 

other input to the amplifier is the signal from the collector. A dif

ferential amplifier produces an out-put signal given by e = A(2 2-e )0 1

where A is the gain of the amplifier and e and e are the signals at the2 1 

input terminals. From the discussion above we can write 

e(A.S) + e(F.T.) (12) 

e(F.T:.) (13) 

11 
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== A e(A.S) (14) 

where 

e (A. S) == collector s_ignal due .to ]\uger spectrum 

e (F. T.) == collector s_ignal .due to capacitive feedthrough fro.m 

G to collector.23 

The feedthr~ugh capacitance wa~ given earlier as 1.3 pf. To obtain a 

commercially available capacitor of this exact value would be very diffi

cult. This problem can be easily sunnounted by usi_ng the impedance trans

formation properties of transformers. The basic .method q? inaki_ng use of 

these properties is shown in F_igure 7 • Figure 7 (A) shows a capacitance 

inserted in the primary of a N:l step-down transformer. The circuit is 

excited b)[. an alternating signal V and the output is taken across the 

secondary as v • Figure 7{B) indicates that an equivalent output signal
0 

v can be obtained by a voltage source of strength V/N exciting a capaci
0 

2 . as 1 as th capacitance. in 7()A • The situation in 7(B)tance N times arge e . 


2
is easily obtained by placing a capacitance N times the capacitance in 7(A) 

in series with the secondary of the stepdown transformer and exciting the 

primary by the voltage V. Figure 7(C) shows this schematically and indi

cates the eguivalency of the output s_ignal V0 . In the case of the ]\uger 

·spectrometer the signal V is that from the modulati_ng oscillator. 

Thus, for a feedthro_ugh capacitance of 1.3 pf the required capaci- · 

2 
tor in the secondary of the second step-down transformer will be N (l.3)pf. 

In the circuit of the neutralizer built the value of N is 20, so the 

capacitor is 400(1.3) == 520 pf. Because of the non-idealness of the trans

formers (i.e. shunt resistances and capacitances associated with the 
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windi.ngs) it is not possible to produce a practical worki.ng circuit 

exactly as indicated in F.igure 7 (C). In the actual neutralizer circuit 

of F.igure 6 a more sophisticated network is connected to the secondary of 

the inductive-arm transformer. , The network consists of a lOOJ.<n variable 

resistor in series with a 365 ·pf variable capacitor. Shunti.ng the capaci

tor is a series connection of a 975 KQ resistor and a 50KQ ten~turn1 

potentiometer. The tap on the potentiometer supplies the neutralization _ 

s.ignal supplied to one of the inputs of the differential amplifier. This 

network allows complete freedom in varying the magnitude and phase of the 

neutralizing signal. The differential amplifier used in the neutralizer 

is of a standard design and is built to supply a gain of 100. This circuit, 

when connected to the Auger spectrometer and properly balanced was found 

to be capaJ;le of reducing the feedthrough effect to below lµv with a time 

drift measured in the range of 2µV/week. 

52. The Modulating Oscillator( ) 

As indicated earlier, the range of modulati.ng frequencies commonly 

used in Auger spectrometry is 500 Hertz to 5 Killohertz. In the spectro

meter des.igned in this report, the frequency chosen was 3 KHz. For these 

low frequencies the Wien Bri.dge Oscillator is found to be an ,excellent 

sine-wave generator from the $tandpoint of low distortion,. cqst and size. 

The former consideration is the most important in this· application as 

har,monics will produce intermodulation and :maski.ng signals at the collector. 

One of the major problems associated with this type of oscillator is am

plitude stability, and many circuits with automatic gain control in the 

feedback loop have been proposed. One s.u.ggested in reference 5 was used 

to build the modulating oscillator. Following the presentation offered 

http:maski.ng
http:modulati.ng
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0 

there the basic operati_ng principal of the oscillator is as .follows. 

5Referri_ng to F_igure 8 ( ) and assuming that the output s_ignal 

e is a sinusoid, then the feedback ratio of the bri_dge is by the simple 

voltage divider z ;z +z where2 1 2 

and (15) 

Following normal operational amplifier theory the two inputs will try to 

maintain a 0 volt potential difference between them and hence _we may write 

for the signal at the non-inverting input 

= (16) 

The oscillation condition is given by a 0 net phase shift between e and
0 

e
1 

. Therefore the ratio e /e must be real and the imaginary component
1 0 

of the feedback ratio will be equal to zero. Therefore we have 

;::: O, and solving for w we have
0 

l 
;::: (17) 

lUsually R :=: R , c = c and for this case w := -- and the correspondi_ng
2 1 2 0 R c .

1 1 
Z2 _ 

value for is 1/3. If the feedback is_greater than 1/3 osc,illations
z1+z2 

will · -grow and ·if it is less than 1/3 they wilLd.ecay· away. Thus it i _s _: most 

important to maintain this ratio ~t the required value. 
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F_igure 9 shows the rather sophisticated oscillator of re£erence l 

which provides excellent control of the feedback ratio. 

The actual Wien-Bridge oscillator is composed of R ,c ,R ,c
1 1 2 2 

and operational amplifier A,· This s_ignal is further amplified by A which
2 

supplies the oscillator output. The output level is sensed by the ab

solute value circuit of A and A • The amplifier A acts as an error in3 4 4 

tegrator and becomes stable at the point when the input s_ignal is equal 

to the reference signal. · The diode bri_dge is used for controlling the 

negative feedback to Al. The gain of the in~egrator is set by the 

capacitor c
3 

. The choice of c is a tradeoff between response time and
3 

distortion. Small values of c will allow the circuit to stabilize
3 

quickly and large values of c reduce the distortion of the_ oscillator.
3 

The 47 µf capacitor used in the circuit allowed for second harmonic dis

tortion of approximately -64 db for output levels from 1 volt to 15 volts 

R.M. S. 

The Set-up and Bandpass Amplifier(S) 

When the spectrometer was originally run with the neutralization 

unit, it was found that there was sufficient 60 cycle feedthrough from 

the electron gun control unit to saturate the input stages of the lock

in amplifier used to detect the }\uge;r s_ignals. This bei.ng the case, it 

was decided that a filter arr~ngement should be connected between the 

neutralizer output and lock-in amJ?lifier to rid the input s.ignal of the 

high amplitude 60 cycle hmn. The ar;rangement used to accomplish this is 

shown in ·:Figure 9. It is essentially two separate circuits on one boa.rd. 

The upper circuit is a two-st_age cascaded high pass active filter. The 
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lower circuit is a two-s~age cascaded active bandpass filter, and is the 

circuit which is used in the system when actual :measurements are made. 

The ~igh pass filter is characterized by a high pass function of 

the form 

(5) 
2

H w 
0

H(s) ::::: (18)
2 2 

s + awOs + WO 

with a resultant magnitude function 

(5) 

. H . ( . . . . . 20 
G(W) = . .· w 4x/2 (19)

2 . w 
1 + ca.2-2) (~) + (_Q) ) 

w w 

At w = w the gain is down l/a from its value at w = 00 • The value of w
0 0 

4 
·chosen for this circuit was l.471Xl0 rads/sec which corresponds to a 

frequency of approximately 2.3 KHz. The value of a for this circuit is 

chosen as 1 so that the frequency w represents the -3 db point. ' The
0 

frequency w is determined through the equation
0 

{20) 

where in the circuit used here R =R =6.8K and c =c =.0l J.lf. The h:igh
1 2 1 2

frequency gain of the c·ircuit can be seen to be unity by noti.ng that the 

00capacitors are a short circuit for w ~ • 

This function is realized by the first 3fq amplifier in the 

circuit. The 308 amplifier in cascade with the 310 serves to aa~ gain 

and curb the h.igh frequency response through the use of the 100 pf feed

back capacitor shunting the lOOK feedback resistor. .This arra.ngement 

http:R=R=6.8K
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constitutes a low-pass filter with a transfer function given by 

(5) 

H(s) = (21) 

with a resultantll1:agnitude function 

(5) 

(22) 

In terms of circuit components 

H(s) = (23) 

with R , c representing respectively, the feedback resistor and capaci
1 1 

tor and R the input series resistor. The gain at D.C. is given by H
2 0 

where H = -R /R and the -3 db point set at a frequency w=w =1/R c .
0 2 1 0 1 1 

For this circuit f =2nw =16 KHz and the low frequency gain is 10=20 db.
0 0

Thus we see that the first 310 and 308 amplifier arrangement form a high-

low pass filter with a constant gain of 10 for frequencies between 3 KHz 

and 15 KHz. This range covers both the fundamental and first harmonic of 

the oscillator frequency (the oscillator £undamental frequency was set at 

3 KHz). The second 310 - 308 combination is identical to the first. Thus, 

the overal~ gain of the circuit is 100. Since the ~igh vass £ilters have 

second-order transfer functions, the roll~otf will be 12 db/octave start~ng 

at £ = 2.3 KHz. Therefore, for the total arr~ngernent the 60 cycle sup
0 

presion will be approximately 120 db provided no external 60 cycle field 
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reaches the input pins. The .output ·of this circuit is then connected to 

an oscilloscope and can be used to check for proper tube operation prior 

to taki.ng an Auger spectrum. 

The second circuit is a bandpass filter(S) with its centre frequency 

set at the first harmonic of the oscillator frequency. This is done since 

it is the frequency component of the output signal usually desired in dis

playi.ng Auger spectrums. The particular circuit arrangement used here is 

a two-stage cascaded infinite-gain multiple feedback circuit. 

The transfer function for a bandpass circuit is_given as 

(5) 

H(s) (24) 

with a gain function given by 

G(w)= IH(s) I (25) 

The maximum gain H occurs at the frequency w=w and in the case of the
0 0 

1 WO 
bandpass filter the a term may be recognized as a = -Q where Q = --

w2-wl 

and w and w are the -3 db points on the response curve.
2 1 

In terms of circuit components the transfer function is written as 

(5) 

(26) 
E.in 

The circuit parameters are 
(5) 


(27) 
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. (5) 

= (J:_+ -l+ _l)t2 (28)WO [ R5c~c4 Rl R2 :R6 

fi. 
(5) 

cI KRS4 a. 1 + -- (29)\ 1 R5 (1/R1+1/R2+1/R6 ) ,-, c 4 c3 ~) 

In making use of this circuit in the spectrometer the followi.ng des.ign 

simplifications and procedures were used in accordance with reference 1. 

H is a free parameter
0 

R=R =R
1 5 

For this arrangement w is given as
0 

1 
= (30) 

RC /a
·?:· 

from which the value of R
7 

may be obtained. The value of R is then
6 

obtained from the relationship. 
; .· 

(31) 

and the value for R is dete;r:mined fro.m the relationship
2 

1 [ lo.-~ - 1 ;- J (32)= k (2-.va.) 
R7 

For · tnis arr~rigement . = K//O, (33)H0 

http:followi.ng
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The value of a was chosen as 0.1 and the value of K = R /R was liO 
. 8 7 . 

givi_ng the total value for the. gain at centre frequency as H = 10.
0 

Thus, the cascaded pair offer an overall gain of 100 and a Q of 10. 

The 60-cycle signal is 2 decades down in frequency from the centre value 

t of the filter. Since the filter is a cascaded s ·econd order type the
0 

altenuation/decade is 40 db resulti_ng in an 80 db rejection of the hum. 
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Results: 

As pointed out at the .b.eginni_ng of this report, the ..major re

quirement for proper operation of the spectrometer was considered to be 

the neutralization of the ene~gy analyzer. The neutralizer unit built as 

described in this report was connected to the Auger spectrometer. The 

output from this unit was fed to PAR Model 121 Lock-In amplifier. It was 

used in the f/2 mode with a detection frequency of 6.0 KHz. The sensi

tivity was set at 50µV for full-scale internal meter deflection. The 

time constant was set at 3 seconds in accordance wit h the retard voltage 

sweep rate of 0.3 volts/second. The electron beam gun providing the 

primary beam was ·set for an accelerati.ng potential of 3 KeV. A beam 

current of 10.0µA was established and focused upon the sample targets 

located at the centre of the hemispherical_grid structure system. For 

these runs the oscillator used was a Hewlett-Packard tube-type Wien-Bridge 

oscillator. It's operation was considered poor at best since its first 

harmonic distortion was only 45 db below the fundamental. However, due 

to the fact that the high quality oscillator specifically designed for 

the system had been assembled in a lock-in amplifier designed by the author, 

· it was the only one available. The bandpass amplifier was not used 

either, since it was found that careful operation of the focus control 

on the electron beam gun could reduce 60-cycle hum to the acceptable 

level. 

The samples used in the test run$ were silicon. Samples 1 and 2 


were for silicon prepared with standard peroxide~amonium hudraxide and 


peroxide-hydrochloric solutions. Samples 3 and 4 were. given additonal 


surface preparation by a.rgon-ion bombardment by usi.ng an additional 


http:accelerati.ng
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built-in electron gun in the system to provide the ionizi?g source for 

the argon gas. 

As is evident from the res~onse curves obtained from the spectro

meter, the neutralizer system operated in accord with expectation. 

Signal magnitudes are in accord with expectation. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DESIGN OF A LOCK-IN AMPLIFIE~ 

As indicated in Figures 1 and 2 and the results section the major 

electronics unit used for processi.ng the Auger Spectrometer output is the 

lock-in amplifier. This device is a phase sensitive detector which de

tects signals coherent in frequency and phase with an ac reference volt

age, rejecting essentially all other frequency components, even noise 

many tim~s larger than the s.ignal of interest. It is this last point 

which makes it such an attractive device for Auger analysis since in 

general the signals of interest have a negative signal to noise ratio. 

Dectection occurrs in a mixer circuit. One input, the reference, 

is operated in the saturated mode in order to produce a switching effect. 

The other ~nput is operated in a signal linear mode. Thus, the .mixer 

output for these input signals will depend upon phase on .frequency 

differences between them. If the two signals are of the same frequency 

and are in phase, then the mixer output signal will represent the full

wave recti.fied spectrum of the linear mode s.ignal. This spectrum con

tains a D.C. component, and it is this component which is used as the out

put signal of the lock-in amplifier. The a.c. components of the mixer 

output are removed by passing the signal thro.ugh a low-pass filter D.C. 

filter. 

In ;F.igure 15 is shown a block di.agram of the necessa.ry sub- . 

structures of a lock-in amplifier. Accom;panyi.ng the di.agram are wave

forms representing the proper input and output s.ignals .:for the different 

sub.-structures. 

The operation of the device is quite stra.ightforward. A h_igh 

http:Accom;panyi.ng
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quality, low distortion oscillator is used to provide the primary driving 

signal to the instrument whose characteristics are to deter.mined. The 

oscillator output is also sampled .by the harmonic selector. The harmonic 

selector will either pass the oscillator s_ignal multiplied by some am

plification or attenuation factor) or provide frequency doubli_ng at its 

output. This feature is to allow for the convenience of measuri_ng test 

instrument output s_ignals at either the fundamental or first harmonic 

of the driving signal. The s_ignal from the harmonic selector is then 

0
fed to a phase shifter. This unit allo~s phase variations from o to 


360°. It's purpose in a lock-in amplifier is to provide phase matching 


between the two input signals to the mixer. Since this condition pro

vides ·maximum correlation between the two signals, it also provides the 


greatest lock-in output signal (far a given input s_ignal ta the mixer 


-.provided from the selective amplifier) • Also, by allowi_ng for phase shifts 

one is able to look at vector components of an input s_ignal by examining 

lock-in outputs for 900 phase shift changes. The sharper unit simply 

provides square wave pulses of the proper D.C. level and at the frequency 

of the phase-shifter output. These square wave pulses are used ta pro

vide the switching action for the mixer · unit. The other input to the 

mixer comes from the selective amplifier. This unit is a bandpass active 

filter. It's centre frequency may be set either at the frequency of the 

fundamental of the oscillator or at it~ ' first harmonic. It's purpose is 

to select the frequency component of the output s_ignal frOJn the test 

instrument which is desired. It provides rejection of the other fre

quency s_ignals alo_ng with 60-cycle hum. The selective ·amplifier .output 

drives the s_ignal input pins of the mixer. With this input s_ignal and 
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the sharper pulses both supplied to the mixer, the mixer output will con

sist of a full wave rectified representation of the input s.ignal. A 

rectified s.ignal will contain a D.C. level. This D.C. level is extracted 

by the D.C. amplifier which is simply a low-pass filter with: gain. The· 

output of the D.C. amplifier is then used to drive a chart recorder. 

It can be seen that the D.C. level of the lock-in amplifier out

put will be directly proportional to the'.lllagnitude of the frequency com

ponent bei.ng measured by the amplifier. This characteristic makes it the 

perfect device for examining Auger spectrums since the magnitudes of the 

frequency components at the collector of the Auger optics system vary with 

the Auger electron emissions. 

Figures 16 through to 19 provide schematic diagrams for the various 

buildi.ng blocks. These circuits have all been tested in breadboard con

figurations to ascertain their technical correctness. In the following 

sections a brief description of the circuits is provided in order to 

shed light onto the operational characteristics of this particular lock-

in amplifier realization. 

Figure 16 shows the schematic of the selective amplifier. It is 

a two-stage cascaded realization of the infinit~ gain state-variable type. 

This con~iguration makes use of operational amplifiers in the same way 

they would be used in an anal.ague co..mputer realization of transfer func

tions (i.e. usi.ng int:egrato;i:s and summers). The. general methematical fo~ of a 

bandpass transfer function was. given in Chapter II, Section 3. In terms 

of circuit components the transfer function is given as 

http:buildi.ng
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(5) 

1 :.l tR6/'.Rs 
-s 

t+R/R·RlCl ·3 . 4 . 
(34)

l+R /R R62 1 6 5 1 s + s +
l+R /RRlCl RS RlR2ClC23 4 

Compari_ng this with the mathematical form of the bandpass transfer func

tion we see that 

= (35) 

(36) 

1
Q = (37)a 

In normal design procedures one is given Q and w
0

, R =R =R and c =c •
5 6 3 1 2 

Under these conditions 

= (38) 

and R4=R3 (2Q-l). For more detail on this. particular bandpass realization 

I refer the reader to reference 5. In izjlplimenti_ng this circuit two 

identical bandpass units were built and connected ~ogether in the cas

cade arr~ngement. This arrii?gement allowed for a very high ~egree of · 

rejection o.f unwanted s.ignals J?lus the advantages of accurately controlled 

gain and Q values. The gain per s~age of this unit is 20 and the Q 

value is set at 9.5. There.fore the overall cascaded. 9ain ana Q value 

is 400 and 9.5 respectively. The capacitors c and c can each take on
1 2 

http:tR6/'.Rs
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two values .thus allowing for selection of the particular frequency com

ponent required. For this arra.ngement the two allowable .centre fre

quencies are 3KHz and 6KHz correspondi.ng to the fundamental and first 

harmonic of the oscillator driving signal. The LM310 which drives E.
in

1 
is simply used for bufferi.ng and the output 725 adds variable .gain 

ranging from 1 to 100 in three steps. Therefore total gain of the 

selective amplifier can be set between a value of 400 and 40,000. 

Figure 17 shows the schematic of the mixer circuit and associated 

driving circuitry. The mixer circuit used is the MC 1596 -manufactured by 

Motorola Semiconductor. It is referred to in their literature as a balanced 

modulator. The schematic {to be found in reference 2) reveals it to 

essentially be a differential cascade-connected amplifier with constant 

current sources. In the particular realization used here the unit is used 

with differential input-differential output conditions. The input arrange

ment allows for doubly-balanced operation and the use of the differential 

output essentially doubles the gain of the unit. The upper pair (Ul,U2) 

are driven from the shaper circuit which is located at the lower left 

of the diagram. In operation, the shaper unit provides differential 

pulse outputs switching .from a D.C. level of 2 volts to 3 volts. These 

level changes are more. than sufficient to provide saturation or cutoff 

conditions for the upper pair, and in this way provide the switchi.n9 action 

for the .mixer. 

The input s.ignal to be .measured is supplied to the :mixer j..n a 

differential ..mode by the phase splitter located at the upper left portion 

of the di.agram. The input .for the splitter is ~pplied by the selective 

amplifier. The use of the variable 470K pots on the phase-splitter 

http:bufferi.ng
http:correspondi.ng
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outputs is to provide for amplitude adjustments needed to allow for 

calibration of the unit. 

F.igure 18 gives the schematic di.agram of the harmonic select and 

phase shift .module. It is, as far as I am aware, a completely novel 

arrangement ' for providi.ng the functions. It consists of 2 CD4046AE phase 

lock loops and one D-type flip-flop. These particular components are manu

factured by RCA CMOS division. This particular phase-lock-loop has the 

feature of offering two compacators des.ignated as compacator #1 and 

· compacator #2. Phase compacator #1 is an exclusive or type and produces 

a 90° phase shift between s.ignal in and V.c.o. out when the signal in is 

locked at the centre frequency of the v.c.o. Within the lock range of the 

phas~ lock loop if either the V.C.O. centre frequency or the signal in 

frequency ~s adjusted the result will be a change in relative phase shift 

other than 90° between signal in and v.c.o. out. Since the unit is operated 

within its lock range the V.C.O. frequency will not change. At the extremes 

0 0
of the lock-range the relative phase shifts will be 0 and 180 • Linearity 

of phase shift with variation of v.c.o. centre frequency is found to be 

much better than 1%. Hence, this unit, using phase comparator #1 provides 

excellent phase shift capabilities. The signal in can be either pulse or 

sinusoidal, and the v.c.o. output is of course pulse. If the s.ignal is 

of suf.ficient amplitude to cause the co,.mparator .#1 to ch~n9e l.ogic states 

then it can be coupled directly into the s_i9nal input. If not, by placi_ng 

a capacitor in series with the input lead one can make use of an internally 

supplied amplifier to provide the overdriven state for the phase com

parator JJ:l. The centre frequency of the v.c.o. is set by R1 and c1 , usi.ng 

tables supplied by the manufacturer. The 1 MS1 resistor des_ignated R2 · 

http:providi.ng
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in the diagram simply offsets the minimum frequency of operation .of the 

V. c. O. for maintenance of a lock condition with the input s.ignal. By 

varyi.ng the resistor R thro_ugh . its range the phase shift between s.ignal
1 

in 2 and V.C.O. output 2 will vary from between o0 and 180°. 

The phase lock loop shown in the upper left of the di_agram is used 

in conjunction with the D-type ·flip-flop to provide harmonic selection. 

In this circuit the phase comparator #2 is used. This co.rnparator has the 

feature of adjusti_ng itself to a o0 phase difference between the input 

signal and V.C.O. output .when the phase-lock loop is in the locked con

dition. Again, the centre frequency of the v.c.o. is set by R and . c .
1 1 

In this case the centre frequency is adjusted to lOKHz, and the lock range 

for this arrangement is given by the -manufacturer as 0 Hz to 20KHz. The 

loop between the V.C.O. output and the comparator input is ·either direct 

or contains the flip-flop. The direct connection allows the V.C.O. to 

operate at the frequency of the s_ignal input. If the flip-flop is inserted 

the v.c.o. frequency is d1vided by 2 before being applied to the com

parator input. This will cause the V.C.O. to double in frequency in 

order for it to reachieve the locked condition. Thus, this type of 

connection provides the required frequency doubling needed for harmonic 

analysis. 

·F.igure 19 simply shows the D.C. amplifier. The first -741 circuit 

arra.nge:ment is .a differentially connected si.ngle pole low pass ;filter. 

The ....3 db point is set by the parallel resistor-capacitor co.xobination in 

the feedback loops. For the values_ given this point is at lOHz. The D.C. 

gain provided by the st_age is set by the ratio of the feedback resistors 

in the .741 to the load ·resistors in the mixer. ' The feedback resistors 

http:varyi.ng
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are SOOK and the load resistors are 5 KD. Therefore, the D.C. gain is 

100. Also, since the stage is operated differentially, the effectiv~ gain 

will be 200, if one uses the D.C. level present at either load resistor 

for the value of the input s.ignal. The. gain thro.ugh the .mixer was adjusted 

to be 1, so that the input s.ignal to the .mixer has to be 43 millivolts 

R.M.S. to provide for a 10 volt D.C. level at the low-pass filter output. 

The variable pot arrangement attached to the inverti.ng input of the filter 

is used to provide D.C. offsets. The second 741 low-pass filter is used 

to provide additional a.c. rejection. The total rejection provided by 

the combination is 12 db per decade. The D.c .. gain provided by the second 

741 is set at 1. The output s.ignal is sent to a meter and a recorder. 

http:inverti.ng
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